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Global Migration Data Analysis Centre

Officially launched by DG Swing on 7 September, 2015

Part of IOM’s response to growing calls for action to improve 
data on international migration globally

Part of IOM’s HQ

Based in Berlin at the invitation of the Government of Germany

Current Staff of 15



GMDAC’s 3 Key Areas of Work

1. Knowledge management: Promote the sharing, understanding and use of international migration data

2. Capacity building: Enhance IOM’s efforts to build the data capacities of Member states and Observers

3. Data analysis: Provide timely data and fact-based analysis on global migration trends and policies



Migration indicators and SDGs: GMDAC role

 Developed Migration Governance Index with EIU

 Using Gallup data to study migrant well-being

 Expert meeting and report on “Measuring Safe Migration”

 GMG Data Handbook – edited by IOM and UN DESA

 UN DESA/IOM adding migration policy questions to UN Population and Development Inquiry



Global Migration Data Portal

• Proposed on 12 July 2016 by the German Foreign
Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier and the IOM
Director General William Lacy Swing.

Berlin, July 12, 2016

• Joint project between the International Organization
for Migration (IOM)’s GMDAC and the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU).



Rationale

 The current range of migration data sources is focused on specific national
needs or institutional specialization.

 Migration data and research is notoriously scattered across various
institutions.

 It is difficult for policymakers, researchers and practitioners to access
migration data in an easy and timely fashion and ensure
that response measures are based on accurate facts.



Main Goals
To improve the availability and the accessibility of existing data on migration:

• To serve as a unique access point to timely and comprehensive migration statistics;

• To provide an overview of migration data and some up-do-date analysis of migration dynamics and trends.

The Global Migration Data Portal cannot address all the 
shortcomings and challenges related to migration data but it can 
ensure that data is better organised and presented, that there is 
greater transparency in how the data is described (meta data) and 
it can contribute to the wider international dialogue on these issues.



Main characteristics

The portal aims to be useful, comprehensive and timely:

 USEFUL means that the content is valuable to users; 

 COMPREHENSIVE means that all or most countries and all or most migration topics will be 
covered;

 TIMELY means that ongoing migration events and trends will be covered and the portal will be 
regularly updated.



Activities carried out in the past months 

• Extensive mapping and landscpae analysis to list and categorise major sources of migration
statistics at the global level;

• Global Migration Data Workshop with key data providers– Berlin, 13th of October 2016;
• 40 interviews with leading producesrs and consumers of international migration data,

representing different organisations across a range of sectors;
• Repondents agreed that:

 More networking, sharing, transparency and coordination among migration research
organisations is needed;

 Timeliness is a major shortcoming in international migration data;
 Substantial data gaps exist and methodologies are not always clear or publicly available.



Work in progress

Pilot phase:
Global Migration Data Portal: Europe

Phase 1 Global Migration Data Portal:
Organized repository of exisitng migration data sites and 
migration profiles

Following phases Global Migration Data Portal
Structured query databse with analysis of migration trends, 
data visualisation and sharing capability



PILOTE PHASE
Global Migration Data Portal: Europe

• Work in progress
• Funded by the UK Department for International Development (DFID)
• Focus on data sources and research on irregular migration to Europe











Global Migration Data Portal – Project Development
• A migration chart of the week
• Infographics that tell a compelling data story

1. Regularly updated data 
visualisations

• Structured information on national migration policies updated periodically2. Migration country profiles

• A location for the latest info and data on major events
3. Migration events monitoring 

service 

• Links to national migration statistical sources
• Aggregation of links; no uploading or standardising data4. National statistical sources

• Ability for users to upload their own data, share research and ask questions5. Data exchange and sharing

• A searchable global query database for most migration statistics6. Migration query database

PHASE 1

FOLLOWING
PHASES



Collaboration

• Essential to the success of the Global Migration Data Portal is a willingness amongst data
producers, including national governments, to collaborate and share information.

• A Steering Committee and a Technical Advisory Board will be established.



To Conclude
• The Global Migration Data Portal aims to serve as a unique access point to timely and

comprehensive migration statistics now scattered across many different
organizations and agencies’ websites.

• in the first phase of the project, it aims to be an organized repository of migration
data sources. In the following phases, it aims to become a structured query database.

• Collaboration with leading international migration data providers is essential for the
success of the project.
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